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Tonight, Washington Mt-~rM"i+na.-:H\.L;a,it,es -than r~~-~ 

about a possible aumm1t conference. 

Mfl. ~~~ehl.M-t.Ae seenoe - f'9P nae --.ima.. , 

~ -
.v, 1a ~ Capitol Hill A gen~al support for the idea, 

A,,.~JJA ' 
,.E'specially - among Democrats. ~ among members 

) 

of the Senate Foreigu Relations Committee. ~e,.ators 

Humphrey of Minnesota, Sparkman of Alabama, and Morse of 

Oregon -- all told newsmen they~re strongly in favor of 'if: 

Not that there's any great optimism -- abollt 

Khrllshchev sl.lddenly becoming conciliatory. Bllt the belief 

is that President Kennedy collld achieve - at least one 

thing. Show the boss of the Kremlin that we mean bllsiness -

when we say that we'll protect the interests of the free 

world. Besides - there's the effect such a meeting would 

have on other nations. Today Senator Sparkman spoke for his 
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colleagues when he noted - ' we should show the world that 

we are willing to try for a settlement, even with Khrushchev." 



GEHEVA 

The opening of the Geneva conference tomorrow -

means that it will be only four days late. Some~ 

_:;,f-1,~ ~ q-1:J-~ ~' 
1111uug!llt- • ~ ■t!bt ~ --~rv..MJ.....-r.-~:;.:;tz·"· 
But co-sponsors Britain and Russi')-.anno~tomorrow. · 

~ Gromyko and Lord Home, adding.A it will be 

confined to the international aspects of the Laotian problem. 

Leave local politics - to the local groups in Laos. --
sqn 

The anglo-Russian a"Ulouncement came -- shortly 

after Secretary of State Rusk accepted the advice of Britain 

and France. Secretary Rusk, saying- we'll accept a seat 

for the Red rebel delegation from Laos. IIMdk. ~ American 

concession - to get the conference under way. 



From 'ormosa comes an o timistic re port - following 

a visit by the Vice President Lyndon Johnson. ~hlang 

Iai Shek has been worried for some time - about future 

merican support. Lyndon Johnson told the Generalissimo 

not to worry - because America regards Formosa as a k•J 

bastion ot the free world; with loss of the island to 

Red 8hina - a disaster, we are determined to prevent. 

A joint communique tell how the ~hinese - on th• 

mainland are now going through another faaine - also 

becoming - more restive. ls an anti-Bed revolt possible 

in China? Vice President Johnson today heard expert• 

on Asian affairs say •probably, yes.• But in ~ong 

ling - they doubt it. 



KOREA 

~ The revolution in South Korea 1s /' a military 

coup. The armed forces r fe111ng - against Premier 

John Chang. ,e"al ling Chang and his colleagues - corrupt 
/ 

politicians. cfusting them - 1n favor of a military junta. 
, / 16. I 

/4ch calls itself "anti-Communist' and reaffirms South 
I I 

Korean alliance with the United States. 

One surprising thing - the speed of the coup. 

Shooting u broke out in Seou11 and only an hour or two 

later the rebels announced their victory. The new strong 

man of South Korea - General Chang Do Yung. 



MAU ~AP 

1n lenya, •oper~ti n Tight Squeeze• is under way 

tonight. iour hundred soldiers and olice, combing 

the iitt Valley - in a methodical search for African 

terrorists. The natives who murdered - two white 

women, outside Nairobi. 

The reason for so massive a reaction to the cri ■e1 

- ienya is Mau Mau country. Only a decade ago, Mau Mau 

were on raids up and down the great Rift Valley; 

killing hundreds in ritual murders. The victims -

white and black - mostly black. At took the ~ritiah 

years and a ■ilitary campaign to put an end to the 

terrorism. In Nairobi, the fear now is that it's 

breaking out again. lence •operation fight Squeeze• -

the military on the move again, through theJUngle, in 

search of the Mau Mau. 



lNTEGBATlON --------~-
The peo ple calling themselves •freedom riders• 

•iil say them will keep on riding; down into Vixie -

with New Orleans their final stop. Not to be 

intimidated - by t he violence they've run into in 

Alabama; tires - slashed; a fire-bomb thrown into one 

vehicle. they were ulled out and beaten by a 

segregationist mob, with the police, under criticisa 

tonight - for allowing it to happen. 

At any rate they voted unanimously to continue 

their pilgrimage. White and negro demonstrators, 

touring the south - defying segregation laws. 



ilSE~H WER 

West Point putting on a display for one ot its 

most illustrious graduates. The military academy 

welcoming Ike Eisenhower of the class of 1915. "The 

class the stars fell on.• So many becoming Generals. 

General Eisenhower, as we know, likes to return 

to •the plains• on the banks of the tudson. This ti ■e 

for a special reason. Uur former rresident i& thia 

year's winner of - •The Sylvanue Thayer Award•, na■ed -

after the famous coa■ andant of the Acadeay and 

presented - by the lest Point Associate of Graduates. 

Offered - for devotion to •duty, honor, country.• 

Previous winners - John Foster Vulles, Henry 

Cabot Lodge, atomic scientist Ernest Lawrence. •ow 

the • Sy 1 van us ·,· hayer Award• - to General ii senhower. 



CLOCIS ---
The Navy has received two new clocks, s . id to be 

unique. The first atomic clocks. fille d with the 

metal cesium th& is vavorized cesium. The atoms in the 

cesium vapor - setting up radio frequencies lllM»Xl 

t hat have a fantastically regular attern of beats. 

Each clock adjusts its hands - to these beats -

to produce the highest accuracy in the history of 

clocks. That is, they lose less than one second - in 

fifteen hundred years. Tha t's the mathematics of it. 

What to be used for? To g ive our nuclear 

submarines time pieces accurate enough - to make 

resetting unnecessary. Also plotting the course of a 

missile; to a degree - never before achieved. There is 

also a point of pure science. The experts say, with 

these clocks they can now test - Einstein's theory of 

re lativity. Einstein held that time is affecteo by 

gravity. ~lowed down - by the pull of a gravitational 
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field. ~ut the slow-down is so small - that no one 

has ever been able to check it. Now it is believed 

this could be determined once and for nll by putting 

an a tomic clock into an artificial sa t ellite. 

I don't understand now. aut I also don't 

understand the Einstein theory. 



ROCKET 

The Navy version of a rocket to the moon - appears 

to be a success. At least - the model works. A miniature 

prototype - with only three thousand pounds of thrust in its 

IJ.e 6v~-~~ ~ ~~ 
motor. ~~J...because it shows that the theory 

of a rocket to the moon is correct. 

The problem - how to make a 'soft landing" by 

;;;(-
reversing the rocket power. Lett 1ng /4.Mlel--llaORtll& come down 

--"ll slowly - instead of hitting with a thump. Whic~~ 

~ ~ .,.Q~J ~ ~""""""-«,4.,,~ ~ 
J--. the moon. "94:N!l:l~~-a..i.fM~--1!--M~~~~~~ 

The Navy model looks like - a stool with four legs. 

The legs - pointing downward, as the rocket lands. Today 

it rose, hovered - and made the I soft landing11 that. is 

required for men to land on the moon, and make it back to 

the earth. 



MOUNTAlNEERS -- - ---
The c onqueror of Mt. Everest - i s definitely not 

through with mountaineering . bo we hear fr om ~e pal. 

All this concerns Sir Edmund Hillary - who wa s knocked 

out by a stroke, while cli ■bing. The stroke is teraed 

•mild;• with Hi l ary hel ped down the mountain to a 

lower altitude in lepal, where he now says he'll be 

ready for another assault - on the Hiaalayas. hillary, 

telling his Sherpa guides •1 won over Everest, and 

I'll win out over this.• 

And here's another example - of the mountaineering 1 

s pirit. A ■erican dor■an Vyhrenfurth announces that he'• ' 

after a grand slam in the Hiaalayas. Leading an 

expedition that will try to conquer - three particular 

mountains. First - Mr. £verest. Then - Lhotse. Then -

Nuptse. Three titans - close to one another. ~or■ ing 

wh~t aountain climbers call - the grand slam of the 

Hi ■ al ay as. 

Actually - lverest would be an achievement in 



itself. This is the first all-Ame ican team - to tackle 
• 

the world's highest mountain and two others - lJick -

Everest, Lhotse and Nuptse. 

• 
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